a) doing what we are doing but more of it faster

b) just wait
vision
that infects
Clase & Caemawr
• South Africa
• Mozambique
• Cambodia
• Zimbabwe
• Psychiatric patients
• Handicapped
• “micro exploitation”
• … whole world generally
• Berlin Wall
• Tiannamen Square
• Led Field, Clase
• Israel/Palestine
injustice of oppression

hope of computers
Narrative
Theory (Bohm dialogue)
Example
David Bohm

- Theoretical physicist
- 1917–1992

“one of the most searching thinkers of the 20th century”
Bohm on thinking

- We can’t reflect

- Don’t distinguish *inference* from *observation*
'sixth' sense

- Proprioception (kinæsthesia)

- **Physically**, we easily distinguish self and others

- **Mentally**, we don’t
- Big problems face humanity
- These ‘problems’ are incoherent
- **We** are part of the problem
- Approach is **dialogue**...
digital stories

- Berkeley format...
- first person narrative
- about 200 words / 2 minutes
- written first
- scans / photographs + Ken Burns effects
Operacy

• Give people a voice

• Enable to be heard

• Enable action
Jonathan Zittrain

THE

FUTURE

OF THE

INTERNET

AND HOW TO STOP IT
OUR HOUSE by Sharon Spears

A digital story made during 2006 with DACE and...
LET'S SEE YOURS! by Clarie Jones